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Amazing Michael Kors White Ceramic Watch and Never Miss It 

There is no better time to buy a white ceramic watch.  Any avid follower of fashion will tell you that a
ceramic watch is high on their wish list in 2011.  To be presented with a Michael Kors Watches White
Ceramic would be the icing on the proverbial cake for many women, they like the watch collection just
like the love the  Breitling Watches . 

Ceramic Watches were launched by Chanel in 2000 with the J12.  They were out of reach of the masses
as you can imagine due to the hefty price tag.  Although ceramic is a delicate material, the advances in
technology has made it possible to create strong durable watches.   

Celebrating 30years in the fashion business, the Michael Kors brand continues to produce luxury at
affordable prices.  

As all of the products from this brand the Michael Kors White Ceramic Watch would make a stylish
accessory by any girls standard.   They can be found midsized, oversized, chronograph, chain linked,
digital & glitz.  As you can see there is something for everyone & most importantly they are affordable. 

The ceramic glitz is midsized has a white bracelet strap with stainless steel bevel surrounded by 2 rows
of crystals.  One style has a mother of pearl dial with crystal insets, another has a white face.  If a chain
link style strap is your preference, one is available with a white dial.  

For something with a little more "bling" the Runway MK5237 fits the bill.  With a round case in stainless
steel & gold bevel that is inlaid with crystals, the dial is white.  It also has 3 sub dials with 60 seconds,
minutes & twenty four hours displayed.  The shiny white bracelet is light & comfortable making it suited
to those among us that like to make a statement with our accessories. 

If something on more casual or sporty lines is your preference the MK5359 may be of interest.  You
won't be left behind the trend with it's white ceramic bracelet & round digital display. 

As Michael Kors is a reputed US designer known for classic chic styles, his collection of watches are
well worth considering.  The large range for both men & women all come with a 2 year warranty. 

Always designed with quality in mind, whether you are want a stylish casual look or something for more
formal parties, there will be something for you. 

So if you want to follow the trend this year get yourself a ceramic watch or better still get someone to buy
it for you.
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